
A Few Common Types Of Infographics 
 
SHOW, DON’T TELL.  That’s the general idea behind infographics, which use visuals to make 
numbers/stats/processes understandable. While it’s easy to enjoy a well-crafted infographic, 
creating one can be challenging. In this handout, we’ll walk you through the basics of choosing 
the right visual to match your data by showing you examples of some common types of 
visualizations. 
 
Definition: An infographic is a design or image that takes data and presents data in a way 
that enhances meaning and makes it instantly understandable. 

 
 

 
PIE CHART - percent-a-palooza 

 

CAPTION: This CNN politics graphic uses a series of pie charts to compare opinions by age. 
 
Definition: A circular chart divided into sectors, with each sector showing the relative size of 
each value.  
 
Good for:  Percents in general, demographics, polling data, etc. 
 
Tip: Use multiple pie charts to show changing demographics, but limit yourself to 3. Too many 
charts can actually make it harder for viewers to understand the point of the visualization. 
 

http://www.cnn.com/2012/09/21/politics/facebook-im-voting-foreign-policy/


"SHOW ME" VISUAL - show me the big picture! 
 

 

CAPTION: "Show me" infographics, like this one about Twitter, uses symbols to represent a 
larger statistic. In this case, each percent becomes a person icon. Graphic by David 

McCandless. 
 
Definition: A type of visual that uses icons to represent statistics of scale (percents, raw 
numbers, etc.) 
 
Good for: Population data, demonstrating scale for large numbers, representing ratios that 
don’t translate well into percents (ex: 5 out of 7 dentists recommend Acme Toothpaste) 
 
Tip #1: Remember that percents can be converted into “show me” visuals. For example, “75%” 
could turn into 75 out of 100 or, simplified,  3 out of 4 icons. Time to brush up on your common 
denominators! 
 
Tip #2: Choose your icons in a way that enhances the meaning of the stat. For example, a 
person icon reminds readers that the number represents humans. That can increase empathy. 
 

http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/2009/if-twitter-was-100-people/


Tip #3: If you are trying to represent really big raw numbers (say, the population of every state 
in the US), try using the size of a symbol (area) rather than the raw number of icons. 

 
BAR GRAPH - stare and compare 
 

 

CAPTION: This bar graph, from The Guardian, allows the audience to quickly compare how 
long different animals can hold their breath.  

 
Definition: A diagram in which the numerical values of variables are represented by the height 
or length of lines or rectangles of equal width. It allows the viewer to immediately sense how 
one group weighs up against another. 
 
Good for: Comparing the same variable across different groups -- similar to a “show me” but 
cleaner lines. 
 
Tip #1: Try out your bar graphs as both horizontal (like in the example above) and vertical forms 
to see which design best fits the point you want to make with the data. They can have 
surprisingly different feels! 
 
Tip #2: Bar graphs are most often used to represent raw numbers -- like the number of minutes 
an animal can hold its breath (see above). But they can also represent percents or rates -- for 
example, the  5-year % change in teen pregnancy rates by state.  
 

http://image.guardian.co.uk/sys-images/Guardian/Pix/pictures/2014/3/7/1394194260004/Super-swimmers-infographi-001.jpg


Tip #3: Try ordering your categories so the bar graphs line up from lowest to highest. This 
makes the “ranking” immediately apparent to the viewer. 
LINE GRAPH - oh-so trendy 
 

 

CAPTION: This line graph, from Yahoo! Finance, tracks the stock performances of Facebook 
and Twitter’s IPO debuts. The icons allow viewers to easily keep track of which line is which, 

and the separate lines help viewers to compare performance at any given point in time. 
 
Definition:  A graph that uses points connected by lines to show how something changes in 
value (as time goes by, or as something else happens). 
 
Good for: Tracking a given variable over long stretches of time or change. 
 
Tip #1: Your line graph should have at least four points of reference to make it interesting. 
 
Tip #2: To give your line graph more context, consider adding icons or short text blurbs (like a 
timeline) to explain significant events/changes. 
 
 
  



FLOW CHART - the proof is in the process 
 

 

CAPTION:  Similar to a family tree, this Star Wars Infographic uses styled icons to show the 
complex interconnected relationships between different characters in that sci-fi universe.  
 
Definition: A diagram that shows step-by-step progression through a procedure or system 
especially using connecting lines and a set of conventional symbols 
 
Good for: Family trees, “choose your own adventure” scenarios, legal systems, quizzes 
 
Tip #1: Keep your flow chart text as short and conversational as possible. If you can, use icons 
and symbols instead of words. 
 
Tip #2: It’s easy to let flow charts go on and on and on. To keep your flow chart a reasonable 
size, simplify your concept, stick to the basics and include links for more detailed information. 
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http://www.murera.com/starwars/

